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Introduction 
 
The EUPA App’s goal is to be used for educational purposes for the community 
members and data collection for a Michigan Technological University affiliated professor 
and the specified utility companies. This application will provide information for the 
partner utilities to inform future decision-making regarding sustainability endeavors. The 
development of this application will provide new information about how to most 
effectively transition to renewable energy and more efficient energy use for public 
utilities in Michigan’s lower peninsula.  
 
The objectives of this usability test are as follows; 
 
To determine design inconsistencies and usability problem areas within the user 
interface and content areas. Potential sources of error may include: Navigation errors, 
failure to locate functions, excessive clicks and motions to complete a function, and 
failure to follow recommended screen flow. Presentation errors, failure to locate and 
properly act upon desired information in screens, selection errors due to labeling 
ambiguities. Control usage problems such as improper toolbar or entry field usage.  

 
Exercise the application or web site under controlled test conditions with representative 
users. Data will be used to access whether usability goals regarding an effective, 
efficient, and well-received user interface have been achieved.  
 
And finally, to establish baseline user performance and user-satisfaction levels of the 
user interface for future usability evaluations.  
 
Testing scenarios are as follows; 
 
Scenario 1 
 
You have just moved to the city of Petoskey and have been given information on their 
Green Pricing Program (GPP). Your goal is to navigate through the app, locate the link 
to learn more about the GPP and navigate to the external site.  
 
Task list: Testers will navigate through the Petoskey specific survey and until they land 
on either the specific page that talks about the GPP or the final reference page and then 
click on it.  
 
Scenario 2 
  
You are a resident of Harbor Springs, and you are a consumer of their Residential utility 
provider. Recently you have been provided with this app to help provide you additional 
resources on ways to be sustainable in your energy consumption. You would like to 
request additional information or provide feedback on the app. Please demonstrate how 
you would do this.  
Task list: Testers will navigate through the survey and leave feedback on the final page.  



 
 
 
Scenario 3  
You are a long-time resident of Traverse City. Recently you have noticed flyers and 
informational handouts talking about solar and wind-based projects potentially occurring 
in your neighborhood. You would like to express your interest/disinterest in this and you 
also have an opinion on how you would like for it to be funded, please navigate through 
the app’s survey and find a way to voice your opinion on these two topics. 6  
 
Task list: Testers will navigate through the app until finding the questions in succession 
to declare their stances and then finish the survey and submit it. 
 
Test plans 
 
Test plans for all scenarios were similar, the only altered aspect was the scenarios 
themselves. Participants were recruited through classes at MTU, and the tests were all 
conducted remotely via Zoom with the UX consultant present and two members of the 
development team at each testing session. Each testing session was recorded after 
obtaining consent from each participant.  
 
After receiving a brief introduction from the UX consultant that included names of 
present with stake in the app and what was expected of the participant, the test would 
begin in a randomized order (some participants received scenario 3 first instead of 1, 
etc). Participants were made aware that we were evaluating the app and not the 
participant and that no mistakes could be made on their side.  
 
Obtaining consent from the participant also included letting them know they could end 
the test at whichever point in time they desired and the test itself would take no more 
than 60 minutes. Participants were further instructed to think aloud for the entirety of the 
test as well as voice any motivators towards why they chose options or paths that they 
did.  
 
Results 
 
Originally, we had 8 participants sign up for our testing sessions, one of the participants 
did not show up for the scheduled usability test so our participant number was N=7. Of 
those seven participants, all participants successfully completed all but one of their 
scenarios (20/21) which resulted in a completion rate of 95% which caused us to be 
below our goal of 100%. The issue was easily remedied post usability test and no 
remaining issues were discerned for that particular issues.  
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 1. 
 

 
 

Of the 7 attempts at Scenario 1, there were 2 non-critical errors. These are errors that 
are usually recoverable and the participant can usually complete the scenario, the error 
may or may not be detected by the participant. Many of these errors can be procedural 
which translates to the fact that the participant may still successfully complete the 
scenario it may or may not be in the most efficient manner or method. These types of 
errors can also leave the participants both confused and irritated.  
 
Scenario 1 is read as: You have just moved to the city of Petoskey and have been given 
information on their Green Pricing Program (GPP). Your goal is to navigate through the 
app, locate the link to learn more about the GPP and navigate to the external site.  
 
These participants missed both of the buttons to click to learn more about the green 
pricing program. They were still able to finish the surveys, which categorized this as a 
non-critical error.  
  
Our goal for non-critical errors was to maintain a percenage under 20%, unfortunately 
Scenario 1 had a non-critical error rate of 28%. Scenario 2 and 3 did not have any non-
critical errors.  
 
All scenarios had 0% critical errors.  
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Table 1. Noncritical Errors.  
 
 
Participants were provided with a questionnaire at the end of the test asking their levels 
of satisfaction or dissatisfaction with the app. Their responses were for the most part 
favorable towards the app. 85% of the participants enjoyed the aesthetics whereas 
there was complete favor towards the navigation of the app. 88% of the participants 
thought the time it took for the app survey was favorable. Only 80% of the participants 
were willing to recommend the app to their friends and family but 91% indicated they 
would utilize the app themselves if they were to live in the specified areas.  
 
Figure 2. 
 

 
 
 
100% of the participants indicated that they chose the options they did based on 
extrinsic factors such as saving money. However, roughly half of the participants 
mentioned that the intrinsic benefits were an added bonus.  
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Conclusions 
 
Throughout the usability tests, two bugs were associated with the app. One was rated 
low and the other rated as severe. The low rated bug was an issue with the selectable 
options in the questions where a user was able to select more than one option but 
unable to unselect any. The higher severity issue actually halted one of the usability 
tests because if you chose an ‘incorrect’ option then you would not be able to proceed 
to the next page of the survey.  
 
Based on the usability tests, there are three recommendations to improve the usability 
of the app.  
 

1. Add an ‘other’ selection on some of the multiple-choice questions and allow for 
user input in this section as well. 

2. Removing the placeholder text in the text boxes when clicking on it.  
3. Rewording some choices, there were two opposing questions that had a few of 

the participants struggling with cognitive dissonance as some didn’t really oppose 
any of the options but they were forced to select an option regardless.  

  



Appendix A 
 
Development Team Attendance to Usability Tests 
 
4/11 
Session 1 – Sawyer and Trent 
Session 2 – Basia and Aaron 
4/12 
Session 3 – Basia and Brian (Participant was a no show) 
4/13 
Session 4 – Sawyer and Brian 
Session 5 – Aaron and Basia 
Session 6 – Sawyer and Trent 
4/14 
Session 7 – Sawyer and Aaron 
Session 8 – Trent and Brian  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Appendix B.  
 
Bug Reports 
 
 

Bug number Bug Name Bug Description 

1 Multi Selector an issue with the 
selectable options in the 
questions where a user 
was able to select more 
than one option but unable 
to unselect any 

2 The halter halted one of the usability 
tests because if you chose 
an ‘incorrect’ option then 
you would not be able to 
proceed to the next page 
of the survey.  
 

 
  



Appendix C 
 
Testing Challenges. 
 
No testing challenges were noticed. We had one participant that did not show up for testing, but 
the entire development team was helpful and a good resource to have in attendance for the 
usability tests.  


